




Useful Items
Cozy Slippers

These ine silk slippers will magically ensure your
feet remain snug and comfortably warm even in the
depths of the coldest winter. You’ll be shocked that
slippers this thin – really, they’re like a second skin
– can be this warm! 25gp

Broom of Tidying

Speak the command word and the Broom will sweep
even the toughest dirt from your cottage’s floor! Put
your feet up (in your Cozy Slippers!) and save time.
100gp

Poultice of Polishing

Put this magic cream to work on your household sil-
ver! Simply wipe the paste onto your ine tableware
and speak the command words, and you’ll be ready
for company in no time. One flask of the Poultice is
sufficient for a metal table setting for six. 10gp per
flask

Chamois of Shining

Magically smooth and bring to luster your ine wood-
work, stone, leather, or ceramic household items!
From your best boots to your boudoir mirror, the
Chamois will bring out its inner beauty. Just drape
the Chamois over the thing you want to shine and
speak the command word. 25gp

Aristobulus's Stitcheroo

The device that started it all! Simply put this device
on your table next to your clothes that need men-
ding, and speak the command word. Your torn trou-
sers will be good as new before you know it! 250gp

Garlin's Gatherer

The device which followed the Stitcheroo! After the
irst Stitcheroo prototype shot a box of pins onto the
floor (don’t worry, we’ve got that all sorted out!), we
needed a way to magically gather those pesky pins
back up. Second Apprentice Garlin came up with
this whiz-bang device to do it – just speak the com-
mand word and specify what you want it to gather,
and it’ll magically collect every piece of that item into
a heap next to the Gatherer. 125gp

Elyon's Exterminator
Who hasn’t had fly trouble? Aristobulus’s apprenti-
ce Elyon sure did, so he created this Exterminator!
Just point it at any small pest – like a fly, beetle,
wasp, or the like, even a nest of ants – and speak
the command word. Zap! Good riddance! 150gp

Aristobulus's Spiceroo
Everyone knows Aristobulus likes a good meal. So-
metimes, though, it’s not just right, and only needs
a little of that special something to make it perfect. If
you have a Spiceroo in your kitchen, you’re set! Just
hold it over the dish you wish to enhance, speak
the command word along with the type of spice you
want, and give it a shake. From allspice to za’atar,
you’ll have it in Aristobulus’s Spiceroo! Each spied
type requires one activation to invoke, and you’ll need
to reload it after 50 uses. Reload kits sold separately.
200gp

Gnymmet's Colorizer
Colors too dingy? Have your reds faded to pink? Just
point Gnymmet’s Colorizer at them! All you have to
do is speak the command word and specify the color
you want, and the Colorizer will do the rest. A full
month’s worth of long-lasting color for only 75gp

Tonlay's Show In a Box
The life of a traveling bard is tough. Rough inns,
jaded locals demanding popular but boring tunes.
Aristobulus’s old friend Tonlay asked for a whiz-bang
device that any performer could use to take their act
to the next level. When R&D was inished, they had
this wondrous box. A sleek, wooden box, all the bard
has to do is step on diferent areas to activate one of
three diferent efects:

1. Colored lights. One or more globes of colored light
spring into existence. Each activation brings forth
two 6”diameter globes of random colors, which
dance and swirl around the performer. The glo-
bess remain for one minute.

2. Mist. The immediate area of the box is illed with
a foggy haze. Works best with the lights dancing
through it.

3. Two-DeeLusion. An Aristobulus Exclusive! When
the performer activates this efect, a two-dimensional
illusion is cast on the wall or backdrop behind
her. This illusion can be whatever she imagines
or brings to mind when the Box is activated.

All of this entertainment for only 1000gp!? Only
from Aristobulus!
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